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We study abelian repetitions in partial words, or sequences that
may contain some unknown positions or holes. First, we look at the
avoidance of abelian pth powers in inﬁnite partial words, where
p > 2, extending recent results regarding the case where p = 2.
We investigate, for a given p, the smallest alphabet size needed to
construct an inﬁnite partial word with ﬁnitely or inﬁnitely many
holes that avoids abelian pth powers. We construct in particular
an inﬁnite binary partial word with inﬁnitely many holes that
avoids 6th powers. Then we show, in a number of cases, that the
number of abelian p-free partial words of length n with h holes
over a given alphabet grows exponentially as n increases. Finally,
we prove that we cannot avoid abelian pth powers under arbitrary
insertion of holes in an inﬁnite word.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of word structures, or combinatorics on words, plays an important role in theoretical
computer science. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Thue discovered in [25] that the consec-
utive repetitions of non-empty factors, also called squares, can be avoided by an inﬁnite word over a
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does not contain xp as a factor, where x is any non-empty factor of u.
The study of abelian repetitions was started by Erdös in [15]. He raised the question whether there
exist inﬁnite abelian square-free words over a given alphabet (words in which no two consecutive
factors are permutations of each other). For example, the word abcbac is an abelian square since
abc and bac are permutations of each other. It can easily be checked that no inﬁnite abelian square-
free word exists over a three-letter alphabet because every word of length eight over three letters
contains an abelian square. Evdokimov in [16] showed that abelian squares are avoidable over 25
letters. Pleasants in [22] showed that there exists an inﬁnite abelian square-free word over ﬁve letters
using a uniform morphism of size 5 × 15. Keränen in [18] reduced the alphabet size to four by
introducing a uniform abelian square-free morphism of size 4 × 85. Other constructions over four
letters appear in [10,19]. Computer-assisted music analysis is an application area of abelian square-
free words [20]. Cryptography is another application area [3,23]. For instance, Rivest presented a new
way of dithering for iterated hash functions based on such square-free words. Abelian square-free
words have also been used in the study of free partially commutative monoids [11,14].
An abelian pth power consists of p consecutive factors which are permutations of each other, and a
word is abelian p-free if it does not contain any abelian pth power. Results for p > 2 include: Justin
in [17] showed that there exists an inﬁnite abelian 5-free word over two letters with a uniform
morphism of size 2× 5. Dekking in [13] proved that over a ternary alphabet, there exists an abelian
cube-free inﬁnite word, and using a non-uniform morphism that abelian 4th powers are avoidable
over a binary alphabet (abelian cubes cannot be avoided over a binary alphabet). Aberkane and Currie
in [1] improved the latter result by introducing a uniform morphism having an abelian 4-free ﬁxed
point.
The problem of avoiding abelian squares in partial words was initiated by Blanchet-Sadri et al.
in [6]. The idea of partial words was ﬁrst introduced by Berstel and Boasson in [4] and the one of
freeness in partial words by Manea and Mercas¸ in [21]. Partial words are sequences over a ﬁnite
alphabet that may have some unknown positions or holes, represented by ’s, which are compatible
with, or match, each letter of the alphabet. For instance, abbc is a partial word with two holes over
the ternary alphabet {a,b, c}. A partial word u over an alphabet A is an abelian square if it is possible
to substitute letters from A for each hole in such a way that u becomes an abelian square that is
a full word (or a partial word without holes). The partial word u is abelian square-free if it does not
have any full or partial abelian square, except those of the form a or a, where a ∈ A. For example,
the full word abacaba is abelian square-free, while the partial word abcdadada is not (it contains the
abelian square cdada compatible with cdadca). In particular, in [6], lower and upper bounds were
given for the number of letters needed to construct inﬁnite abelian square-free partial words with
ﬁnitely or inﬁnitely many holes. It was proved that there exists an inﬁnite abelian square-free partial
word with one hole over a four-letter alphabet, and none exists with more than one hole. It was also
showed that the minimal alphabet size for the existence of an abelian square-free partial word with
more than one hole is ﬁve. Several of the constructions are based on iterating morphisms.
In this paper, we build on previous work by studying abelian repetitions in partial words. A partial
word u is p-free if for every non-empty factor u0 · · ·up−1 of u, there does not exist a full word v
compatible with ui , for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. A partial word u is abelian p-free if for every non-empty
factor u0 · · ·up−1 of u, there does not exist a full word v compatible with some permutation of ui ,
for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. We are interested in the following three problems: (1) Study avoidance of
abelian pth powers, for p > 2. In the context of partial words, which abelian powers can be avoided
over a given alphabet? (2) Investigate the number of abelian p-free partial words of a ﬁxed length
over an alphabet of a given size. The number of abelian 2-free full words has been studied in [9] and
[19] for an alphabet of size four (work has also been done for higher powers [1,2,12]). (3) Can we
construct an inﬁnite full word that remains abelian p-free even after arbitrarily many positions are
replaced with holes? In [21], a 3-free inﬁnite full word over an optimal alphabet size of four letters
was given that remains 3-free after such replacements, while in [7] a 2-free inﬁnite full word over
an optimal size of eight letters was given that remains 2-free after such replacements. Here, among
other things, we prove that abelian 6th powers can be avoided over a binary alphabet, while such is
not the case for abelian 3rd powers. We also show that there is a partial word with inﬁnitely many
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The contents of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give some preliminaries on partial words.
In Section 3, we prove that there exists a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes that avoids abelian
4th powers over a ternary alphabet, and a partial word over a four-letter alphabet with inﬁnitely many
holes which is abelian cube-free. For powers greater than four, we show that there exists a binary
partial word with inﬁnitely many holes that avoids abelian 6th or higher powers. There, we also deal
with the case of ﬁnitely many holes. We study the existence of inﬁnite partial words with ﬁnitely
many holes that avoid abelian 3rd or 4th powers. In particular, we construct an inﬁnite abelian 4-free
partial word with one hole over a binary alphabet, and an inﬁnite abelian cube-free partial word with
one hole over a ternary alphabet. In Section 4, we show, in cases related to the above results, that the
number of abelian p-free partial words of length n with h holes grows exponentially as n increases.
In Section 5, we are concerned with the problem of whether an inﬁnite word can remain abelian
p-free after an arbitrary insertion of holes, that is, the problem of replacing an arbitrary collection
of positions’ letters with holes. There, we show that every inﬁnite abelian p-free word will contain
an abelian pth power after arbitrarily inserting inﬁnitely many holes. In Section 6, we conclude with
some remarks and directions for future work.
2. Preliminaries
For more background information on partial words, we refer the reader to [5].
Let A be an alphabet, or a non-empty ﬁnite set of symbols, where each element of A is called a
letter. A sequence of letters from A is called a (full) word over A. A partial word over A is a sequence of
symbols from A = A∪{}, where  is the symbol representing an unknown position. Any occurrence
of  in a partial word is called a hole (a full word is a partial word without holes). The length of a
partial word u, denoted by |u|, represents the number of symbols in u, while u(i) represents the
symbol at position i of u, where 0  i < |u|. The empty word is the sequence of length zero and is
denoted by ε. The set of distinct letters in u, or the alphabet of u, is denoted by α(u). For instance,
the partial word u = abbba, where a,b are distinct letters of the alphabet A, satisﬁes α(u) = {a,b}.
The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗ , while the set of all partial words over A by A∗ . A (right)
(resp., two-sided) inﬁnite partial word is a function u :N → A (resp., u :Z → A).
Let u and v be partial words of equal length. Then u is contained in v , denoted by u ⊂ v , if
u(i) = v(i), for all i such that u(i) ∈ A. The partial words u and v are compatible, denoted by u ↑ v ,
if there exists a partial word w such that u ⊂ w and v ⊂ w . For example, abb ↑ abb, since
abb ⊂ abbb and abb ⊂ abbb.
A partial word u is a factor or subword of a partial word v if there exist x, y such that v = xuy.
The factor u is proper if u 	= ε and u 	= v . We say that u is a preﬁx of v if x = ε and a suﬃx of v if
y = ε. The notation v[i.. j) represents the factor v(i) · · · v( j − 1), while v[i.. j] the factor v(i) · · · v( j).
The reversal of the partial word u is the word written backwards, denoted by rev(u). The powers of u
are deﬁned recursively as follows: u0 = ε, and for any integer p > 0, up = uup−1.
Given a ∈ A, |u|a denotes the number of occurrences of a in a partial word u over alphabet A. If
we write A = {a0, . . . ,ak−1}, where the cardinality of A, ‖A‖, is k, then the Parikh vector of u, P (u), is
P (u) = 〈|u|a0 , . . . , |u|ak−1 〉. For a positive integer p, a non-empty word u ∈ A∗ is an abelian pth power
if we can write u = u0 · · ·up−1 so that P (u0) = · · · = P (up−1). This is the same as saying that each ui
is a permutation of u0. A word u is abelian p-free if no factor of u is an abelian pth power. A non-
empty partial word u ∈ A∗ is an abelian pth power if it is possible to substitute letters from A for
each hole in such a way that u becomes a full word that is an abelian pth power. In other words,
u is an abelian pth power if there exists a full word v , compatible with u, that is an abelian pth
power. For example, the partial word abcab is an abelian 2nd power, or abelian square, since we can
replace the  with letter c and form abcacb. Whenever we refer to an abelian pth power u0 · · ·up−1,
it implies that there exists a non-empty word w such that for each i, 0  i < p, some permutation
of ui is compatible with w . The partial word u is abelian p-free if it does not have any full or partial
abelian pth power.
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∗
be the set of all subsets of B∗ . A morphism φ : A∗ → B∗
is called abelian p-free if φ(u) is abelian p-free whenever u is abelian p-free. A multi-valued sub-
stitution is a function θ : A∗ → 2B∗ , with the property that if u1 and u2 are words in A∗ , then
θ(u1u2) = θ(u1)θ(u2) = {v1v2 | vi ∈ θ(ui)}. The multi-valued substitution θ is said to be abelian p-
free if, whenever u ∈ A∗ is abelian p-free then so are all of the words in θ(u). See [12] for more
information on multi-valued substitutions.
Finally, inserting a hole in a word u is deﬁned as replacing a position’s letter in u with a .
An arbitrary insertion of holes is replacing any collection of positions’ letters in u with ’s, so that
every pair of consecutive ’s is separated by at least two letters. This restriction is to avoid some
trivial occurrences of powers (a pth power u0 · · ·up−1, |u0| = · · · = |up−1|, is called trivial if ui =  for
some i).
3. Avoiding abelian powers greater than two
In this section, we study avoidance of abelian powers greater than two in the context of partial
words. From [13], we can construct an inﬁnite full word over a binary alphabet that avoids abelian
4th powers. Here, we investigate the minimal alphabet size for the construction of an inﬁnite partial
word that avoids abelian pth powers, where p > 2. In Section 3.1, we consider partial words with
inﬁnitely many holes, while in Section 3.2, partial words with ﬁnitely many holes.
3.1. The case with inﬁnitely many holes
It is already known that abelian squares can be avoided by a partial word with inﬁnitely many
holes over ﬁve letters, where the alphabet size is minimal [6]. So we move on to higher abelian
powers, that is, we investigate the minimal alphabet size needed to construct partial words with
inﬁnitely many holes that avoid abelian powers greater than two.
We begin by proving a result about abelian 4th powers.
Theorem 1. There exists a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over a three-letter alphabet that avoids
abelian 4th powers.
Proof. By [13], there exists an inﬁnite word w over A = {a,b} which avoids abelian 4th powers. Let
c be any letter not in A, and write B = {a,b, c}. Let ki = 5× 6i . Then we can deﬁne an inﬁnite partial
word w ′ over B by
w ′( j) =
{ if j = ki for some i
c if j = ki + 1 or j = ki − 1 for some i
w( j) otherwise
We want to show that w ′ contains no abelian 4th powers. To do this, we assume that w ′ contains an
abelian 4th power u0u1u2u3, where u j = w[i j ..i j+1 − 1] for each j.
Assume that none of the ui ’s contains the letter c. This implies that none of the ui ’s contains a
hole since each occurrence of  in w ′ is part of the subword cc. By deﬁnition of w ′ , however, this
implies that u0u1u2u3 is in fact a subword of w . This contradicts the fact that w is abelian 4-free.
Therefore, we must conclude that some ui contains the letter c.
Since at least one ui contains a c, each u j must contain a c or a . In particular, this implies that
|ui | > 1 for all i. To see this, note that if |u0| = · · · = |u3| = 1, then since each ui contains c or 
it follows that either ui =  or ui = c. Therefore u0u1u2u3 is a partial word of length four over the
alphabet {c}. However, by construction, no such factor exists in w ′ .
Since each u j contains  or c, there exists some kr j so that either i j  kr j < i j+1 or i j  kr j − 1 <
i j+1 or i j  kr j + 1 < i j+1. In particular, this implies that kr1  i2 and i3 − 1  kr3 . Since |u2| > 1,
i2 + 1 < i3, we get that kr1  i2 < i3 − 1 kr3 . Then note that |u3| = |u2| = |u1| = |u0| = i1 − i0  i1 
kr1 + 1 and that, if we let v = w[0..i0 − 1]u0, then |v| = i1  kr1 + 1. Therefore, we get
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∣∣w[0..i4 − 1]∣∣= |vu1u2u3| = |v| + |u1| + |u2| + |u3| 4(kr1 + 1) < kr1+1  kr3
This implies that kr3 < kr3 , a contradiction, so w
′ is abelian 4-free. 
Note that the basic idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to place the holes so far apart that any
abelian 4th power could contain only a few holes. This idea will be used repeatedly in the sequel,
and so it is made more precise in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let w be an inﬁnite partial word over a ﬁnite alphabet, and let p > 1 be an integer. Assume that
u0 · · ·up−1 = w[i0..i1 − 1] · · ·w[ip−1..ip − 1]
is an abelian pth power in w. Let k0 < k1 < · · · be a sequence of integers so that k0 > 0, and ki > pki−1 for
all i  1. Then if q > 0, there exists at most one j such that iq  k j  iq+1 − 1. Furthermore, if q1 < q2 , and if
there exist j1, j2 such that iq1  k j1  iq1+1 − 1 and iq2  k j2  iq2+1 − 1, then q1 = 0.
Proof. Let w and u0 · · ·up−1 be as above. Moreover, assume that 0 < q1 < q2 is such that there exist
j1, j2 so that iq1  k j1  iq1+1 − 1 and iq2  k j2  iq2+1 − 1. Since q1 > 0, we get that i1  iq1  k j1 <
k j2  iq2+1 − 1 ip − 1. This implies that
k j1  i1  i1 − i0 = |u0| = · · · = |up−1|
Furthermore, if v = w[0..i0 − 1]u0 then |v| = i1  k j1 . This yields
k j2 < ip =
∣∣w[0..ip − 1]∣∣= |vu1 · · ·up−1| pk j1 < k j1+1  k j2
Consequently, k j2 < k j2 , which is a contradiction.
The other half of the lemma is proved almost identically. 
Corollary 1. Let w be an inﬁnite partial word. Let k0 be the smallest integer such that w(k0) is a hole, k1 the
next smallest integer such that w(k1) is a hole, and so on. Assume that k0 > 0 and that ki > pki−1 , for some
integer p > 1. Also assume that u0 · · ·up−1 is an abelian pth power in w. If j > 0, then u j contains at most
one hole. Furthermore, if i < j and both ui and u j contain holes, then i = 0.
Then we move on to abelian cubes.
Theorem 2. There exists a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over a four-letter alphabet that avoids
abelian cubes.
Proof. Let A = {a,b, c} and B = {a,b, c,d}. Consider the morphism φ : A∗ → A∗ deﬁned as φ(a) =
aabc, φ(b) = bbc and φ(c) = acc. Let w be the ﬁxed point of φ. It is known that w is abelian cube-
free (see [13]).
Begin by noting that accaccbbc occurs inﬁnitely often in w . We can thus ﬁnd a sequence k0 < k1 <
· · · so that k0 > 20; for each i, ki+1 > 3ki ; and for each i, w[ki − 2..ki + 6] = accaccbbc. Then we can
deﬁne an inﬁnite partial word w ′ over B by
w ′( j) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
 if j = ki for some i, i ≡ 0 mod 19
d if j ∈ {ki − 1,ki + 2,ki + 3} for some i, i ≡ 0 mod 19
d if j = ki for some i, i 	≡ 0 mod 19
w( j) otherwise
Note that w ′ is well deﬁned. We want to show that w ′ is abelian cube-free.
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Note that some ui must contain a hole. Otherwise, if we produce u′i by replacing each d in ui with c,
then u′0u′1u′2 occurs in w and is an abelian cube, contradicting the fact that w is abelian cube-free.
Note that |ui | > 3 for all i. To see this, assume |ui | 3. Note, since some ui contains a hole, that
u0u1u2 must be contained in a subword of w ′ of length 18 containing a hole. We then simply check
the possibilities with a computer to realize that this cannot happen.
Each ui contains a d. To see this, assume that some ui does not contain a d. This implies that ui
contains a hole. However, every  in w ′ is contained in a word of the form dad, so since |ui | > 3,
we get that ui contains a d.
The abelian cube u0u1u2 contains at most one hole. To see this, assume that it contains at least
two holes. Then note that u0u1u2 must contain at least 21 d’s (this is the number of d’s between
each pair of consecutive ’s). Therefore one of u0,u1 or u2 must contain at least 7 d’s. It follows that
there exist at least seven j’s in Z so that w( j) = d or w( j) =  and i2  j < i3. So by construction of
w ′ , there exists an i so that i1 < i2  ki < ki+1 < i3. Then
i3 =
∣∣w[0..i3 − 1]∣∣= ∣∣w[0..i1 − 1]∣∣+ |u1| + |u2| i1 + i1 + i1 < 3ki < ki+1 < i3
which is a contradiction. Thus u0u1u2 contains at most one hole.
Each ui has the same number of occurrences of the letter d. To see this, note that since u0u1u2 is
an abelian cube, we must be able to replace the hole with some letter to get a full word u′0u′1u′2 that
is an abelian cube. If some ui and u j have a different number of d’s, then the letter we replace the
 with must be a d. However, it follows that if we replace each of the d’s in u′0u′1u′2 by c, we get a
word that is an abelian cube, but is also a subword of w . This contradicts the fact that w is abelian
cube-free, so each ui must contain the same number of d’s.
Some, and thus all, of the ui ’s must contain at least two d’s. To see this, assume that each ui
contains one d. This implies that u0 does not contain a hole. If it does, the hole must occur in
a subword of the form dadd. Since |ui | > 3 for all i, either u0 contains dad or u2 contains dd.
Since either case is impossible, u0 cannot contain a hole. By a similar logic u1 cannot contain a
hole. Therefore u2 must contain a hole. So there is some j, w ′(k j) = , where i2  k j < i3. Note that
i2  k j −1, since otherwise i2 < k j +2 < k j +3 < i3, implying that u2 contains dd, which is impossible.
Since u1 contains a d, there must be some s so that i1  ks < i2. However, this contradicts Lemma 1.
Thus each ui contains at least two d’s.
The above implies that there exist r1, r2, r3, r4 so that i1  r1 < r2 < i2  r3 < r4 < i3, where
w ′(ri) = d for each i. Thus we can write ri = ksi + λi for some λi ∈ {−1,0,2,3}. Note that if s1 = s4,
then r1 = ks1 − 1, r2 = ks1 , r3 = ks1 + 2 and r4 = ks1 + 3. Thus ddedd is a subword of w ′ for some
e ∈ {,a,b, c,d}, which is not the case. Therefore, s1 < s4. This implies that i1  ks1 so we get
ks4  i3 =
∣∣w[0..i3 − 1]∣∣= ∣∣w[0..i1 − 1]∣∣+ |u1| + |u2| 3i1  3ks1 < ks1+1  ks4
This is a contradiction, so the result follows. 
To study larger powers, we ﬁrst prove two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let w be an inﬁnite word over a ﬁnite alphabet, and let p > 1 be an integer. Assume that there exist
inﬁnitely many i’s so that, if w ′ is deﬁned by
w ′( j) =
{ if j = i
w( j) otherwise
then w ′ is abelian p-free. Then we can insert inﬁnitely many holes in w so that the resulting partial word is
abelian (p + 1)-free.
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ki+1 > pki ; and for each i, if we deﬁne w ′ so that
w ′( j) =
{ if j = ki
w( j) otherwise
then w ′ is abelian p-free. Note that we can construct such a sequence since there are inﬁnitely many
ki ’s that meet the last requirement. We can deﬁne v by
v( j) =
{ if j = ki for some i
w( j) otherwise
Then assume that u0 · · ·up is an abelian (p + 1)st power that occurs in v . By Corollary 1, there is at
most one i > 0 so that ui contains a hole, and that ui contains at most one hole. This implies that
u1 · · ·up = v[l..l′] contains at most one hole. Clearly it must contain at least one hole, since otherwise
u1 · · ·up would occur as an abelian pth power in w , which is impossible. Therefore there exists some
ki so that l ki  l′ . If we deﬁne w ′ by
w ′( j) =
{ if j = ki
w( j) otherwise
then clearly u1 · · ·up occurs in w ′ . This, however, contradicts the fact that w ′ is abelian p-free. There-
fore v must be abelian (p + 1)-free. 
Lemma 3. There exists an inﬁnite word over a two-letter alphabet such that, if we insert a hole anywhere in
the word, the resulting partial word is abelian 8-free.
Proof. There is an inﬁnite binary word w that avoids abelian 4th powers [13]. Then consider any
integer i > 0. Deﬁne w ′ so that
w ′( j) =
{ if j = i
w( j) otherwise
Assume that u0 · · ·u7 is an abelian 8th power in w ′ . At most one of the ui ’s contains a hole. This
implies that there exists some j so that u ju j+1u j+2u j+3 is full. Therefore u ju j+1u j+2u j+3 is a factor
of w , which is an abelian 4th power. However, this contradicts the fact that w is abelian 4-free. Thus
w ′ is abelian 8-free. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we get the following result.
Theorem 3. There exists a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over a two-letter alphabet that avoids
abelian 9th powers.
Proof. Let w,w ′ be as in Lemma 3. As shown there, w ′ is abelian 8-free. The theorem then follows
from Lemma 2. 
Furthermore, abelian 6th powers can be avoided over a binary alphabet. However, the construction
is more complicated than in the case above, and is not the result of simply inserting holes to a word
that is produced by a morphism.
Theorem 4. There exists a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over a two-letter alphabet that avoids
abelian 6th powers.
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4th powers (see [13]). More speciﬁcally, it is the ﬁxed point of the morphism φ : A∗ → A∗ deﬁned by
φ(a) = aaab and φ(b) = bab. We also deﬁne a morphism ψ : A∗ → A∗ by ψ(a) = b and ψ(b) = a. Let
v0 = w[0..119] and v1 = w[121..240]. Note that w(120) = a. In other words v0av1 is the preﬁx of
w where |v0av1| = 241. Note that we can check with a computer that ψ(v0)v1 is abelian 6-free.
Similarly, we can check that if u is a subword of w , 30 |u| < 60, then |u|a > |u|b . This implies that
if |u|  30 and u is a subword of w then |u|a > |u|b , since we can write u = u0 · · ·un for some n,
where 30 |ui | < 60.
Since v0av1 appears once in w , it must appear inﬁnitely often. Therefore we can deﬁne a sequence
k0 < k1 < · · · so that k0 > 120, w[ki − 120..ki + 120] = v0av1, and ki > 7ki−1. Let k−1 = −1. We can
then deﬁne a partial word w ′ so that
w ′( j) =
{ if j = ki for some i
w( j) if ki < j < ki+1 for some i, i odd
ψ(w( j)) otherwise
Our goal is to show that w ′ is abelian 6-free. To see this, assume that u0u1u2u3u4u5 is an abelian
6th power in w ′ . From Corollary 1, at most one of u1,u2,u3,u4, or u5 contains a hole. This implies
that u1u2u3u4u5 occurs as a factor of w of the form ψ(w0v0)v1w1 or w0v0ψ(v1w1), where w0
and w1 are subwords of w , since otherwise u1u2u3u4u5 would have to contain more than one hole.
We assume it occurs in a word of the form ψ(w0v0)v1w1, the other case being similar. Note that
either u2, u3 or u4 must contain a hole, otherwise we would have that either u1u2u3u4 or u2u3u4u5
is full, so  must occur as a factor in either w or ψ(w). However, both w and ψ(w) are abelian
4-free, so this is impossible. Then consider the possibility that |u0| < 30. However, this implies, since
either u2, u3 or u4 contains a hole, that u0u1u2u3u4u5 occurs in ψ(v0)v1. As mentioned above,
from computer testing ψ(v0)v1 does not contain any abelian 6th powers. Therefore we must assume
that |u0|  30. We know that u1u2u3u4u5 occurs as a subword of ψ(w0v0)v1w1. Moreover, since
the hole is contained in either u2, u3 or u4, we get that u5 must be contained in v1w1, while u1
must be contained in ψ(w0v0). Since u1 and u5 are full and u1 ↑ u5, we get that |u1|a = |u5|a and
|u1|b = |u5|b . On the other hand, since u5 is a subword of w and |u5| 30 we know that |u5|a > |u5|b ,
while |u1|a < |u1|b because u1 is a subword of ψ(w) and |u1| 30. This is a contradiction, so w ′ does
not contain any abelian 6th powers. 
3.2. The case with ﬁnitely many holes
The proof of Theorem 4 produces the following corollary related to the ﬁnitely many hole case.
Corollary 2. There exists a two-sided inﬁnite partial word with one hole over a two-letter alphabet that avoids
abelian 5th powers.
Proof. Let a, b be distinct letters. Let w and ψ be as in the proof of Theorem 4. We claim that the
partial word v = rev(ψ(w))w avoids abelian 5th powers. To see this, assume that u0u1u2u3u4 is an
abelian 5th power in v . Note that either u1,u2 or u3 must contain the hole, since otherwise we either
have that u0u1u2u3 occurs as an abelian 4th power in rev(ψ(w)), or u1u2u3u4 occurs as an abelian
4th power in w , both of which are impossible. Therefore u0 is a subword of rev(ψ(w)) and u4 is
a subword of w . Then consider the case where |u0| < 30. Then u0u1u2u3u4 must be contained in
v[−120..120], but a simple computer check tells us that v[−120..120] does not contain any abelian
5th power. On the other hand, if |u0| 30, then we know from the proof of Theorem 4 that since u4
is a subword of w and |u4| 30, |u4|a > |u4|b . Similarly, |u0|a < |u0|b since u0 is a subword of length
at least 30 of rev(ψ(w)). However, as in the proof of Theorem 4, this leads to a contradiction, so the
corollary follows. 
It is already known that abelian squares can be avoided by a partial word with one hole over four
letters, where the alphabet size is minimal [6]. So we move on to higher abelian powers.
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4th powers.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [6]. We use the morphism φ : {a,b}∗ → {a,b}∗ provided by
Aberkane and Currie in [1], deﬁned by
φ(a) = aabaaababbbabaaababbaaaba
φ(b) = bbabbbabaaababbbabaabbbab
The length of each image is 25. The Parikh vectors are P (φ(a)) = 〈15,10〉 and P (φ(b)) = 〈10,15〉.
We want to show that φn(a) is abelian 4-free for all n 0,n ∈ Z. Since φn(a) is abelian 4-free, it is
suﬃcient to check if we have abelian 4th powers that start with the hole.
Assume some preﬁx of φn(a) is an abelian 4th power, denoted by u0u1u2u3, where |u0| = |u1| =
|u2| = |u3|. We can write u0u1u2u3 = φ(w0)φ(e)φ(w1)xu2u3, where e ∈ A = {a,b}, w0,w1, x ∈ A∗
are such that φ(w0) is a preﬁx of u0, u0 is a proper preﬁx of φ(w0e), and x is a proper preﬁx of
either φ(a) or φ(b). If we delete the same number of occurrences of any given image of φ present
in both φ(w0) and φ(w1), we claim we only need to check the case when 0  |w0| − |w1| < 2.
To see this, if |w1| > |w0|, then |u1| > |u0|, a contradiction. If |w0| − |w1|  2, then |u1| < |u0|,
a contradiction.
Denote by u′0 the word obtained from u0 after replacing the hole by a letter in A so that P (u′0) =
P (u1). Since w0 and w1 do not share any letter, w0 does not contain both a’s and b’s. We prove
the case where w0 consists of a number of a’s and w1 of a number of b’s (the other case follows
similarly).
We can build a system of equations since the number of a’s (resp., b’s) in u′0 is the same as the
number of a’s (resp., b’s) in u1:
15
∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) = 10∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(b) + λa
10
∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) = 15∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(b) + λb
Here, the parameter λi relates to the number of occurrences of letter i created by , φ(e) and x. More
precisely, there exist y0, y1 ∈ A∗ , y1 	= ε, such that φ(e) = y0 y1, u0 = φ(w0)y0 and u1 = y1φ(w1)x.
Since |u′0|a = |u1|a , the following equality
a + 15
∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) + |y0|a = |y1|a + 10∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(b) + |x|a
holds, where a = 1 if  is replaced by a and a = 0 otherwise. So λa = |y1|a + |x|a − a − |y0|a . The
parameter λb is similarly deﬁned.
It can be checked that the only scenarios that lead to non-negative integer solutions for i , |y0|i ,
|y1|i , |x|i , i ∈ {a,b}, are when w0 = w1 = ε, or w0 = a and w1 = ε (note that because of the hole
at the beginning, there is one i that must be 1 while the other must be 0). For the ﬁrst case,
u0u1u2u3 = φ(e)xu2u3, while for the second case, u0u1u2u3 = φ(a)φ(e)xu2u3. It is easy to verify
that neither of them is an abelian 4th power. 
Corollary 3. There exists a two-sided inﬁnite partial word with two holes over a three-letter alphabet that
avoids abelian 4th powers.
Proof. Let A = {a,b}. For w ∈ A∗ , let φ′(w) = rev(φ(w)), with φ : A∗ → A∗ being the morphism from
the proof of Proposition 1. Hence, φ′(w) is abelian 4-free for all abelian 4-free words w ∈ A∗ , and
φ′n(a) is abelian 4-free for all n  0, n ∈ Z. The partial word φ′n(a)cφn(a), where n  0, n ∈ Z, is
abelian 4-free. To see this, suppose to the contrary that it contains an abelian 4th power, which must
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four segments has neither symbol c nor . 
Using similar techniques, we can prove results about other powers as well.
Proposition 2. There exists an inﬁnite partial word with one hole over a three-letter alphabet A that avoids
abelian cubes, except for the trivial abelian cube aa, where a ∈ A.
Proof. We use the abelian cube-free morphism over a ternary alphabet of Dekking [13]. Let A =
{a,b, c}, and φ : A → A∗ be the non-uniform morphism deﬁned by φ(a) = aabc, φ(b) = bbc and φ(c) =
acc. We show that φn(a) is abelian cube-free for all n 0, n ∈ Z, except for the trivial abelian cube
aa. We assume there exists an abelian cube and reach a contradiction. For the same reason as in
Proposition 1, the abelian cube has to contain the hole.
Let the abelian cube be u0u1u2 = φ(w0)φ(e)φ(w1)xu2, where e ∈ A, w0, w1 ∈ A∗ , φ(w0) is a
preﬁx of u0, u0 is a proper preﬁx of φ(w0e), and x is a proper preﬁx of some image of φ. Delete
the same number of occurrences of any given image of φ present in both φ(w0) and φ(w1). After
replacing the hole with some letter to get u′0 from u0, we construct a system of equations based on
the fact that the number of occurrences of each letter in u′0 has to be equal to that in u1:
2
∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) + ∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(c) = 2∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(a) + ∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(c) + λa∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) + 2∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(b) = ∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(a) + 2∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(b) + λb∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(a) + ∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(b) + 2∣∣φ(w0)∣∣φ(c) = ∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(a) + ∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(b) + 2∣∣φ(w1)∣∣φ(c) + λc
As in the proof of Proposition 1, λi is related to the number of occurrences of letter i created by
, φ(e) and x. Again, let y0, y1 ∈ A∗ , y1 	= ε, be such that φ(e) = y0 y1, u0 = φ(w0)y0 and u1 =
y1φ(w1)x. It can be checked that there are no non-negative integer solutions for i , |y0|i , |y1|i , |x|i ,
i ∈ {a,b, c}, unless |w0| = 0 or |w1| = 0.
When |w0| = 0, if |w1|  2, then |u0| < |u1|, which leads to a contradiction. When |w1| = 0, if
|w0| 3, then |u1| < |u0|. Therefore, the ordered pair (|w0|, |w1|) can only be (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) or
(2,0).
When |w0| = |w1| = 0, the abelian cube becomes φ(e)xu2, which can be checked to be abelian
cube-free. When |w0| = 2 and |w1| = 0, the abelian cube becomes φ( f g)φ(e)xu2, for some f , g ∈ A.
Then the only way to have |u0| = |u1| is to let |φ( f g)| = 6 and |φ(e)x| = 7. Thus φ(e)x = φ(a)aab
since |x| < 4. It is easy to verify that no combination creates such abelian cube. When |w0| = 0 and
|w1| = 1, the abelian cube becomes φ(e)φ( f )xu2, for some f ∈ A, and the only way to have |u0| =
|u1| is if φ(e) = φ(a) and |φ( f )| = 3, which can be veriﬁed to be impossible. Therefore, |w0| = 1 and
|w1| = 0. However, we can check using a computer program that this situation is also impossible. 
4. Counting abelian p-free partial words
In this section, we investigate the number of abelian p-free partial words of length n with h holes
over a given alphabet. We begin by noting that Theorem 4 allows us to give a lower bound on the
number of binary words of length n with h holes that avoid abelian 6th powers.
Theorem 5. Let h > 0 be an integer. Let cn,h,6 denote the number of words over a two-letter alphabet of length
n with h holes that avoid abelian 6th powers. Then there exist an integer N > 0 and real numbers r > 1, β > 0
such that for all n > N, cn,h,6  βrn.
Proof. Assume that h is even, the other case being similar. Let φ, ψ and w be as in Theorem 4. Then
by the proof of Theorem 4, there exists a word of the form v = w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)wh , where
each wi is a subword of w , wh is inﬁnite, and v avoids abelian 6th powers. There exist an inﬁnite
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of u then xφ(u′) is a preﬁx of wh .
We can then deﬁne the multi-valued substitution θ : A∗ → 2A∗ so that θ(a) = {aaab} and θ(b) =
{bab,abb}. From [12], θ is abelian 4-free. Therefore let N = |w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)x| + 16. Con-
sider n > N and denote the preﬁx of v of length n as vn . We can write wh = xφ(u′)y for some preﬁx
u′ of u and some word y. Note that since |φ(α)| 4 for all α ∈ A, we can choose u′ so that
∣∣u′∣∣ ⌊ |vn| − |w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)x|
4
⌋
=
⌊
n − N + 16
4
⌋
 n − N + 12
4
First, we claim that if γ ∈ θ(u′), then w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)xγ y is abelian 6-free. To see
this, note that if w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)xγ y contains an abelian 6th power u0u1u2u3u4u5, then
one of the ui ’s must overlap with γ , since w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)x and y are known to be
abelian 6-free. However, since |x| > 5|w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)|, the only ui that can intersect
with w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1) is u0, so u1u2u3u4 is contained in xγ y. By construction xφ(u′)y
is a factor of w , so xγ y is a factor of some word in θ(w). However, the fact that w is abelian 4-
free implies that all elements in θ(w) are as well, so xγ y must be abelian 4-free. It follows that
w0ψ(w1) · · · ψ(wh−1)xγ y is abelian 6-free. Note that this implies that |θ(u′)| cn,h,6.
Moreover, since u′ is a factor of w , it does not have aaaa as a subword. Therefore |u′|b   |u′|4 
|u′|−3
4 . By construction, |θ(u′)| = 2|u
′|b . Using the same analysis as in [12], this gives us that θ(u′)
contains at least 2− 1516 2 116 (n−N+16) words. Therefore, setting r = 2 116 and β = 2− 1516− N16+1, we get that
βrn  |θ(u′)| cn,h,6, so the claim follows. 
Similar methods as in the above theorem can be used to count words avoiding other abelian
powers.
Theorem 6. Let h > 0 be an integer. Let cn,h,4 denote the number of words over a three-letter alphabet of
length n with h holes that avoid abelian 4th powers. Then there exist an integer N > 0 and real numbers r > 1,
β > 0 such that for all n > N, cn,h,4  βrn.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 5, except that we use the tools of Theorem 1. 
In the above we counted, for some p, partial words of length n with h holes that avoid abelian
pth powers over an alphabet A, where A is the smallest alphabet known to admit partial words with
inﬁnitely many holes that avoid abelian pth powers. We have, however, proved in Section 3.2 that in
some cases we can create a partial word with one hole of the form w , for some word w over an
alphabet B that is strictly smaller than A, that avoids abelian pth powers. We now show, in some of
these cases, that the number of such partial words grows exponentially with length.
Theorem 7. The number of partial words over a three-letter alphabet of length n with one hole, of the form w,
that avoid non-trivial abelian cubes grows exponentially with n (a trivial abelian cube has the form aa or aa
or aa for some letter a).
Proof. We use the substitution σ provided by Aberkane et al. in [2], which is deﬁned on A = {a,b, c},
where σ(a) = {aabaac}, σ(b) = {bbabbc}, and σ(c) = {aaccbc,bccaac}. They prove that the set
S = {w ∣∣ uwv ∈ σ n(a) for some integer n > 0, and some words u, v}
is abelian cube-free. We can prove that if w ∈ S , then w is non-trivial abelian cube-free using the
same method as in Proposition 2.
Let w be the preﬁx of length n − 1 of a word in σω(a). Then w ∈ σ(v)y, where y, |y|  5, is a
preﬁx of a word in σω(a). Since |v|c ∼ |v|/4 and σ(v)y contains at least 2|v|c words (shown in [2]),
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of length n with one hole, of the form w , that avoid non-trivial abelian cubes is at least 2|v|/4 
2(n−6)/24 = 2−6/242n/24 > rn , where r = 21/24. 
Theorem 8. The number of partial words over a two-letter alphabet of length n with one hole, of the form w,
that avoid abelian 4th powers grows exponentially with n.
Proof. Let cn be the number of binary partial words of length n that avoid abelian 4th powers and
that have exactly one hole at the beginning. We show that cn grows exponentially with n. Our tech-
nique is similar to that in [12]. Let A = {a,b}, and let σ be the abelian 4-free multi-valued substitution
on A∗ so that σ(a) = {aaab} and σ(b) = {abb,bab}. Moreover, let S be the set of words that are pre-
ﬁxes of either aaab, bab, or abb. Also, consider the matrix
M =
(
3 1
1 2
)
Then if u and v are words, u ∈ σ(v), we get that P (u) = MP (v).
Consider n > 0. We claim that if w ∈ σ n(b) and w(0) = b we can replace the letter of w at
position 0 by  and have the resulting partial word, w ′ , avoid abelian 4th powers.
In order to see this, assume that w ′ contains an abelian 4th power u0u1u2u3. Assume that it is
the shortest such power. Moreover, |u0| > 4 by computer testing. Note that u0 must start with . We
can write ui = w ′[il..(i + 1)l) for some l > 0. Let u′0, u′1, u′2 and u′3 be u0,u1,u2 and u3 with the hole
replaced by a. Similarly, let u′′0, u′′1, u′′2 and u′′3 be u0, u1, u2 and u3 with the  replaced by b. Since
u0u1u2u3 is an abelian 4th power, either u′0u′1u′2u′3 or u′′0u′′1u′′2u′′3 must be one. Since u′′0u′′1u′′2u′′3 is a
subword of w , it follows that it is not an abelian 4th power, so u′0u′1u′2u′3 must be one.
Now we can deﬁne a morphism f : A∗ → Z5 by f (a) = 1 and f (b) = 2. The fact that u′0u′1u′2u′3 is
an abelian 4th power implies that f (u′0) = f (u′1) = f (u′2) = f (u′3). Moreover, note that f (u′′i ) = f (u′i)
for i > 0, while f (u′0) = f (u′′0) − f (b) + f (a) = f (u′′0) − 1 so that r = f (u′′0) − 1 = f (u′′1) = f (u′′2) =
f (u′′3). It is also worth noting that for any word v , if u ∈ σ(v) then f (u) = 0. Note that f (S) ={0,1,2,3}.
Since |u0| > 4, there exist e0, e1, e2, e3, e4 ∈ A and x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ A∗ so that e0x0e1x1e2x2e3x3e4 is
a preﬁx of w and so that there exist y0, y1, y2, y3, v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v ′0, v ′1, v ′2, v ′3, v ′4 ∈ A∗ satisfying
v ′i 	= ε, yi ∈ σ(xi), vi v ′i ∈ σ(ei) and v ′i yi vi+1 = u′′i . Note that for all i, f (yi) = 0, and f (vi v ′i) = 0 so
f (vi) = − f (v ′i).
Note that e0 = b, v ′0 = bab and v0 = ε, so f (v ′0) = 0. Moreover, note that r + 1 = f (u′′0) = f (v ′0) +
f (y0) + f (v1) = f (v1). Furthermore, for i > 0 we get by induction that r = f (u′′i ) = f (v ′i) + f (yi) +
f (vi+1) = − f (vi) + f (yi) + f (vi+1) = −ir − 1 + f (vi+1), so f (vi+1) = (i + 1)r + 1. By deﬁnition we
have that f (vi) ∈ f (S) = {0,1,2,3} for all i > 0. Thus r + 1,2r + 1,3r + 1,4r + 1 ∈ f (S). However, it
is easy to check that this implies that r = 0. Therefore f (vi) = 1 for all i > 0. Since vi ∈ S , we can
easily check that vi = a if i > 0. Therefore either ei = a and vi v ′i = aaab, or ei = b and vi v ′i = abb.
Consider i, j > 0. Then u′′i = v ′i yia is a permutation of u′′j = v ′j y ja. This implies that av ′i yi = vi v ′i yi
is a permutation of av ′j y j = v j v ′j y j . However, note that since vi v ′i yi ∈ σ(eixi), v j v ′j y j ∈ σ(e jx j) and
M is invertible,
P (eixi) = M−1P
(
vi v
′
i yi
)= M−1P(v j v ′j y j)= P (e jx j)
A similar argument can be used to show that eixi is a permutation of ax0 for all i > 0, so that
ax0e1x1e2x2e3x3 is an abelian 4th power.
Note that since e0x0e1x1e2x2e3x3e4 is a preﬁx of w , it follows that x0e1x1e2x2e3x3e4 is a
preﬁx of w ′ . However, we know from above that ax0e1x1e2x2e3x3 is an abelian 4th power, so
x0e1x1e2x2e3x3 is an abelian 4th power. Moreover, it is strictly shorter than u0u1u2u3. This is a
contradiction, so it follows that w ′ is indeed abelian 4-free.
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cn 
∣∣{|v| = n ∣∣ v is the preﬁx of some word in σω(b) such that v(0) = b}∣∣
However, we know from [12] that
∣∣{|v| = n ∣∣ v is the preﬁx of some word in σω(b)}∣∣
grows exponentially with respect to n, which implies that
∣∣{|v| = n ∣∣ v is the preﬁx of some word in σω(b) such that v(0) = b}∣∣
does as well, so the theorem follows. (Note that Currie actually proves exponential growth for preﬁxes
of elements in σω(a) instead of σω(b), but the argument is exactly the same.) 
5. Inserting arbitrarily many holes
In this section, we investigate whether inﬁnite words can be constructed that remain abelian p-
free after an arbitrary insertion of holes. We begin by inserting ﬁnitely many holes. In Section 3.1,
we saw that there exists an inﬁnite word over a two-letter alphabet such that, if we insert a hole
anywhere in the word, the resulting partial word is abelian 8-free.
Proposition 3. There exists an inﬁnite abelian cube-free word over a nine-letter alphabet such that, if we insert
a hole anywhere in the word, the resulting partial word is non-trivial abelian cube-free.
Proof. Consider words w0 over A0 = {a0,b0, c0}, w1 over A1 = {a1,b1, c1}, and w2 over A2 =
{a2,b2, c2} that are abelian cube-free (see [13]). Then we claim that the word w = w0(0)w1(0)w2(0)
w0(1)w1(1)w2(1) · · · is non-trivial abelian cube-free after inserting one arbitrary hole. Suppose w
contains the factor u0u1u2, which becomes a non-trivial abelian cube after inserting a hole. If
|u0| ≡ 1 mod 3, each of the ui ’s contains one more letter from a different alphabet (for example,
if u0 contains one more letter in A0, one of u1 and u2 will contain one more letter in A1 and the
other in A2). Then it is impossible to match the number of letters of three different alphabets by
inserting one hole. Similarly, if |u0| ≡ 2 mod 3, one of the ui ’s contains two more letters, one in A0
and one in A1. The other two ui ’s either contain two more letters in A0 and A2, or in A1 and A2.
Thus one hole cannot produce an abelian cube. Therefore, |u0| ≡ 0 mod 3, which means that each
ui contains the same number of letters from each of A0, A1 and A2. This means the hole can only
replace a letter by another one in the same alphabet, let us say, A0. Since the replacement of the hole
does not affect letters in A1 and A2, either the abelian cube does not contain any letters in A1 or A2,
which leads to a trivial abelian cube, or the letters in A1 or A2 originally build an abelian cube, which
becomes a subword of w1 or w2, contradicting the fact that both of them are abelian cube-free. 
Using similar methods, we can show the following.
Proposition 4. There exists an inﬁnite abelian 4-free word over a four-letter alphabet such that, if we insert a
hole anywhere in the word, the resulting partial word is non-trivial abelian 4-free.
Proof. Consider w = w0(0)w1(0)w0(1)w1(1) · · ·, where w0 is an abelian 4-free word over A0 =
{a0,b0} and w1 is another one over A1 = {a1,b1}. Suppose that u0u1u2u3, where |u0| = |u1| = |u2| =
|u3| = l, is a factor of w that becomes an abelian 4th power after inserting a hole. If l is odd, then
u0 and u2 contain one more letter from one alphabet, while u1 and u3 contain one more letter from
the other alphabet, which is impossible. Thus l is even, and each ui contains
l
2 letters from A0 and
l
2
letters from A1. Since the hole replaces a letter from some alphabet, say A0, we can remove all the
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is a contradiction. 
Our goal is now to prove that we cannot avoid abelian pth powers under arbitrary insertion of
holes. Moreover, we can make the abelian pth powers we get as large as we want. We can also look
at the following results as saying that every inﬁnite word has a subword that is almost an abelian pth
power. We begin by proving a lemma giving a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence of
abelian pth powers.
Lemma 4. Let p > 1 be an integer, and let v0 · · · vp−1 be a partial word over a k-letter alphabet A =
{a0, . . . ,ak−1} such that |vi | = |v0|, for all i. Let mi = max j{|v j |ai }, for 0  i < k. Then v0 · · · vp−1 is an
abelian pth power if and only if m0 + · · · +mk−1  |v0|.
Proof. First, assume that m0 + · · · + mk−1  |v0| = · · · = |vp−1|. Then vi has |vi | − (|vi |a0 + · · · +|vi |ak−1 )  (m0 + · · · + mk−1) − (|vi |a0 + · · · + |vi |ak−1 )  0 holes. We can then produce v ′i from vi
by replacing m0 − |vi |a0 holes with the letter a0, m1 − |vi |a1 holes with a1, and so on. Replace the
remaining holes with the letter a0. Note that the above procedure is possible due to the fact that vi
has at least m0 − |vi |a0 +m1 − |vi |a1 + · · ·+mk−1 − |vi |ak−1 =m0 + · · ·+mk−1 − (|vi |a0 + · · ·+ |vi |ak−1)
holes. Then |v ′i |a j =mj = |v ′0|a j for all j > 0, while |v ′i |a0 = |v0| −m1 − · · · −mk−1 = |v ′0|a0 . Therefore
each v ′i is a permutation of v
′
0, so v
′
0 · · · v ′p−1 is an abelian pth power. Therefore v0 · · · vp−1 is an
abelian pth power.
On the other hand, assume that v0 · · · vp−1 is an abelian pth power. This implies that we can ﬁll
in the holes to get a full word v ′0 · · · v ′p−1 that is an abelian pth power. However, this implies that
|v ′0|ai = |v ′j |ai  |v j |ai for every i, j, so |v ′0|ai mi . It follows that |v0| = |v ′0| = |v ′0|a0 +· · ·+ |v ′0|ak−1 
m0 + · · · +mk−1. 
We now consider a generalization of arbitrary insertion. In our deﬁnition of arbitrary insertion,
we require two arbitrarily inserted holes to be separated by at least two letters. Below, however, we
consider an arbitrary positive integer m and analyze what happens when we require each pair of
consecutive holes to be separated by at least m letters. It actually turns out that this generalization is
very useful for our purposes.
The next technical lemma says, in some sense, that if an inﬁnite word contains subwords that
are arbitrarily close to being abelian pth powers, then it must contain an abelian pth power under
arbitrary insertion.
Lemma 5. Let w be an inﬁnite word over a ﬁnite alphabet, and let p > 1,m > 0 be integers. Assume that for
every integer l > 0 and real number  > 0, there exists a subword u0 · · ·up−1 of w so that |ui | > l for all i, and
so that, if a ∈ A then ||ui|a − |ui′ |a| < |u j | for all i, i′ , j. Then we can insert holes in w so that each pair of
consecutive holes is separated by at least m letters, and so that the resulting partial word contains an abelian
pth power v0 · · · vp−1 , where |vi | l for all 0 i < p.
Proof. Let p, m and w be as above, and choose any l > 0. Let A = {a0, . . . ,ak−1}. Consider  > 0
such that 2k(k(m + 1) + 1)(2(2p − 1)k + 1) < 1. Similarly, consider L > l such that L > 4m(k + 1).
Then there exists a subword u0 · · ·up−1 of w so that |ui | > L for all i and so that, if a ∈ A, then
||ui |a − |ui′ |a| < |u j | for all i, i′ and j. This implies that ||ui | − |ui′ || < k|u j | for all i, i′ and j.
Let μ = min |ui | > L. Then it is clear that ||ui |a − |ui′ |a| < μ, ||ui| − |ui′ || < kμ, and ||ui| − μ| <
kμ for all i, i′ . Let v0 be the word consisting of the ﬁrst μ letters of u0 · · ·up−1, v1 the next μ,
and so on up to vp−1. Note that the length of the factor of u0 that does not overlap with v0 is
||u0| − |v0|| = ||u0| − μ| < kμ, the length of the factor of v1 that does not overlap with u1 plus the
length of the factor of u1 that does not overlap with v1 is at most ||u0| − |v0|| + ||u0u1| − |v0v1|| =
||u0| −μ| + ||u0| −μ+ |u1| −μ| 2||u0| −μ| + ||u1| −μ| < 3kμ, the length of the factor of v2 that
does not overlap with u2 plus the length of the factor of u2 that does not overlap with v2 is at most
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particular,
∣∣|v0|a − |u0|a∣∣< kμ, ∣∣|v1|a − |u1|a∣∣< 3kμ, . . . , ∣∣|vp−1|a − |up−1|a∣∣< (2p − 1)kμ
which implies that
∣∣|vi|a − |vi′ |a∣∣ ∣∣|vi|a − |ui|a∣∣+ ∣∣|ui|a − |ui′ |a∣∣+ ∣∣|ui′ |a − |vi′ |a∣∣< (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ
for all a ∈ A, and all i, i′ . Also |vi | = μ > L for all i.
Write v0 · · · vp−1 = w[i0..i1 −1] · · ·w[ip−1..ip −1] where v j = w[i j ..i j+1) for all j. We can assume
that |vi |a0 > μk − (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ for all i (to see this, by the pigeonhole principle there exists an
i such that |v0|ai  μk ; we assume that i = 0 without loss of generality, and using the fact that||vi |a − |vi′ |a| < (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ for all a ∈ A and all i, i′ , we can get that the assumption is safe
to make). Let χ = min |v j |a0 .
Let t = χ−2mm+1 . Note that, since μ > L > 4m(k + 1), we get
t >
μ
k − (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ − 2m
m + 1
= μ
2k(m + 1) +
μ − 4mk
2k(m + 1) −
2(2p − 1)k + 1
m + 1 μ
>
μ
2k(m + 1) −
2(2p − 1)k + 1
m + 1 μ
Consider 0 j < p. Then we can deﬁne k(0)j to be the position of the ﬁrst occurrence of a0 in v j , k
(1)
j
the position of the (m+2)nd occurrence, and in general k(α)j to be the position of the (αm+α +1)th
occurrence. Assume that β j is the largest integer where k
(β j)
j is deﬁned. Then we produce w
′ by
inserting a hole in w at position k(α)j for each j, and each 0 α < β j . Let v ′j = w ′[i j ..i j+1). Each pair
of consecutive holes is separated by at least m letters, and each v ′i contains at least t holes.
Let mi = max |v ′j |ai . Then clearly mi < |v0|ai + (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ, where 0 < i < k, while m0 <
|v0|a0 + (2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ − t . Then we get
m0 + · · · +mk−1  |v0|a0 +
(
2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ − t
+ |v0|a1 +
(
2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ + · · ·
+ |v0|ak−1 +
(
2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ
= k(2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ + μ − t
< μ + k(2(2p − 1)k + 1)μ −( μ
2k(m + 1) −
2(2p − 1)k + 1
m + 1 μ
)
= μ + 2k(k(m + 1) + 1)(2(2p − 1)k + 1) − 1
2k(m + 1) μ < μ =
∣∣v ′0∣∣
So it follows from Lemma 4 that v ′0 · · · v ′p−1 is an abelian pth power, since |v ′0| > l, the claim is
proved. 
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letters we require between each pair of consecutive inserted holes, it is always possible to insert holes
in an inﬁnite word so that the resulting partial word contains arbitrarily long abelian pth powers.
Theorem 9. Let w be an inﬁnite word over a ﬁnite alphabet, and let p > 1, m > 0, l > 0 be integers. Then we
can insert holes in w so that each pair of consecutive holes is separated by at least m letters, and so that the
resulting partial word contains an abelian pth power u0 · · ·up−1 , where |ui | l for all 0 i < p.
Proof. Our ultimate goal here is to use Lemma 5 to prove this theorem. To do that, however, we need
to take a small detour through some topological arguments (a good reference for the basic results and
deﬁnitions about the topology of metric spaces that we are using is [24]). We set A = {a0, . . . ,ak−1}.
We begin by deﬁning some set S ⊆ Rk . If s = (s0, . . . , sk−1) ∈ Rk , then s ∈ S if and only if there
exists a sequence of non-empty words v0, v1, . . . so that limn→∞ |vn| = ∞, each vi is a subword of w ,
and
lim
n→∞
1
|vn| P (vn) = limn→∞
( |vn|a0
|vn| , . . . ,
|vn|ak−1
|vn|
)
= s
Note that S 	= ∅. To see this, consider any sequence v0, v1, . . . of non-empty subwords of w such
that |vn| = n. Then note that 1|vn| P (vn) ∈ [0,1]k . Since [0,1]k is compact, there exists s ∈ [0,1]k so that
s is the limit of some subsequence of 1|v0| P (v0),
1
|v1| P (v1), . . . . Clearly this implies s ∈ S , so S 	= ∅.
Furthermore, S is closed. To see this, assume that t0, t1, . . . ∈ S is a sequence with limit t ∈ Rk .
Then by deﬁnition of S , for any choice of i we can ﬁnd a word vi so that |vi | > i, vi is a subword of
w , and |ti − 1|vi | P (vi)| < ( 12 )i . Then the sequence 1|v0| P (v0), 1|v1| P (v1), . . . approaches t , so it follows
that t ∈ S . Thus S is closed by deﬁnition. Moreover, since S is a closed and bounded subset of Rk it
follows from the Heine–Borel theorem that S is in fact compact.
If s ∈ S , then s = (s0, . . . , sk−1). We can then deﬁne r j so that r0 = sups∈S s0, and for j > 0:
r j = sup
s∈S, si=ri for i< j
s j
In order for this deﬁnition to make sense, we require that for each j there is s ∈ S so that si = ri for
i < j. This, however, follows from the fact that S is compact. Similarly, if we let r = (r0, . . . , rk−1), it
is easy to see that since S is compact we have that r ∈ S .
It is worth noting the following fact about r. Assume that j  0 and δ > 0. Then there exist N > 0
and α0, . . . ,α j−1 > 0 so that, if v is a subword of w , |v| > N , and if for every i, 0  i < j, we get
that | |v|ai|v| − ri | < αi , then it follows that
|v|a j
|v| < r j + δ. If this was not the case, it would be possible
to construct a sequence v0, v1, . . . so that each vi is a non-empty subword of w , limn→∞ |vn| = ∞,
and limn→∞ 1|vn| P (vn) = s, where si = ri for i < j, and s j  r j + δ > r j . However, since s ∈ S , this
contradicts with the fact that
r j = sup
s∈S, si=ri for i< j
s j
Thus such N and αi ’s must exist for every δ.
Now consider any  > 0 and l > 0. We want to choose δ > 0 so that
pδ <  − pp
 + 1
Note that such a δ exists due to the fact that the right-hand side of the above equation is larger
than 0. Let β = pp +1 + (p − 1)δ, and note that δ + β <  .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this, we begin with i = k−1 and go downwards. Set δk−1 = δ, βk−1 = β . Then we can choose Nk−1 > p
and αk−1,0, . . . ,αk−1,k−2 > 0 so that, if v is a subword of w with |v| > Nk−1 and | |v|a j|v| − r j | < αk−1, j
for 0 j < k − 1, then |v|ak−1|v| < rk−1 + δk−1.
We then proceed inductively, from i = k−1 downwards. Assume that δ j , β j , N j , and α j,0, . . . ,α j, j−1
are deﬁned for j > i. Then we begin by choosing Mi > Ni+1 so that pMi+1 < α j,i for all j > i. We can
then choose δi > 0 so that δi < δ, and so that
p
Mi+1 + pδi < α j,i for all j > i. Let βi =
p
Mi+1 + (p−1)δi .
Note that βi  β . Finally, choose Ni > Mi and αi,0, . . . ,αi,i−1 > 0 so that, if v is a subword of w with
|v| > Ni and | |v|a j|v| − r j | < αi, j for 0 j < i then
|v|ai|v| < ri + δi .
Let N be such that N > max{N0, l}. Moreover for all i, let γi > 0 be such that βi > pN+1 + (p −
1)δi + pγi (we can do this since N > Ni > Mi). Since r ∈ S , there exists a word v that is a subword
of w , |v| > p(N + 1) and so that | |v|ai|v| − ri | < γi for all i. Let μ =  |v|p  > N . Note that we can write
|v| = pμ + μ′ for some 0  μ′ < p. Therefore we can write v = v0 · · · vp−1x, where |vi | = μ and
|x| = μ′ < p.
We want to show that | |vq |a j|vq | − r j| < β j < αt, j for all q, j and t . Assume that |
|vq |ai|vq | − ri | < βi < αt,i
for all q and t when i < j, i < t . Then this implies that, since |vs| > N > N j and | |vs |ai|vs | − ri | < α j,i for
all i < j and all s, it follows that
|vs |a j
|vs | < r j + δ j .
Then note that
r j − γ j <
|v|a j
|v|
= |v0|a j + · · · + |vk−1|a j + |x|a j|v|
<
1
p
( |vq|a j
|vq| + (p − 1)(r j + δ j)
)
+ p|v|
We can rearrange this to get
r j − β j < r j − pγ j − p
N + 1 − (p − 1)δ j < r j − pγ j −
p2
|v| − (p − 1)δ j <
|vq|a j
|vq|
Therefore r j − β j < |vq |a j|vq | < r j + γ j . Since β j > γ j , it follows that |r j −
|vq |a j
|vq | | < β j , which is just what
we want.
Given any i, j, s and t , we get
∣∣∣∣ |vi|as − |v j|as|vt |
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ |vi|as|vi| −
|v j|as
|v j|
∣∣∣∣< |rs + δs − rs + βs| = δs + βs  δ + β < 
Thus ||vi |as − |v j |as | < |vt |, and since |vi | > l for all i, the theorem follows from Lemma 5. 
The next corollary relates back to partial words with inﬁnitely many holes that avoid abelian pth
powers. In particular, it says that in such a word the holes cannot be too close together.
Corollary 4. Let w be a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over a ﬁnite alphabet, and let p > 1, μ > 0 be
integers. Assume there are fewer than μ letters between each pair of consecutive holes in w. Then w contains
an abelian pth power.
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there are fewer than μ letters between each pair of consecutive holes in w . We can assume without
loss of generality that w begins with a hole, since otherwise we can write w = w0w1, where w1
meets all the requirements of the corollary, and clearly if w1 contains an abelian pth power so does
w . Note that this implies that every factor of w of length μ contains a hole. Produce the full word v
over A′ = {a0, . . . ,ak}, ak /∈ A, by taking w and replacing all the ’s in w with ak ’s. Let m = 16kμ and
l = 2m. By Theorem 9, there exists a factor u0 · · ·up−1 of v , so that we can insert holes in u0 · · ·up−1
to get a partial word u′0 · · ·u′p−1 that is an abelian pth power, where |u′i |  l for all i, and so that
each pair of consecutive holes is separated by at least m letters. Since each pair of consecutive holes
is separated by at least m letters, each u′i contains at most 
|u′i |
m  <
|u′i |
m + 1 holes. Since u′0 · · ·u′p−1 is
an abelian pth power, it follows that ||u′i|a − |u′j |a| < 2(
|u′i |
m + 1) for all a ∈ A and i, j. Moreover, since
ui differs from u′i only in the positions where holes are inserted, ||ui |a − |u′i |a| <
|u′i |
m + 1, for all a ∈ A
and i. Therefore
∣∣|ui |a − |u j|a∣∣ ∣∣|ui |a − ∣∣u′i∣∣a∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣u′i∣∣a − ∣∣u′j∣∣a∣∣+ ∣∣|u j|a − ∣∣u′j∣∣a∣∣< 4
( |u′i|
m
+ 1
)
It is worth noting that, since
|u′i |
m > 1, we have that
|u′i |
m + 1 < 2
|u′i |
m = 2 |ui |m . Thus, if 0  i < k and
mi = max |u j |ai , then mi < |u0|ai + 4( |u
′
0|
m + 1) < |u0|ai + 8 |u0|m . Then we can produce v0, . . . , vp−1 by
replacing the ak ’s in u0, . . . ,up−1 with ’s. Note that v0 · · · vp−1 is a factor of w . Moreover, if ai ∈ A
then |u j |ai = |v j |ai . This implies that mi = max |v j |ai . Since at least one of every μ symbols in w is a
, v0 contains at least  |v0|μ  > |v0|μ − 1 > |v0|2μ holes, where the last inequality follows since 1 < |v0|2μ .
Let h be the number of holes in v0, then we get
m0 + · · · +mk−1 < |u0|a0 + 4
( |u0|
m
+ 1
)
+ · · · + |u0|ak−1 + 4
( |u0|
m
+ 1
)
= |v0|a0 + · · · + |v0|ak−1 + 4k
( |v0|
m
+ 1
)
= |v0| − h + 4k
( |v0|
m
+ 1
)
< |v0| − |v0|
2μ
+ 8k |v0|
m
= |v0| − |v0|
2μ
+ 8k |v0|
16kμ
= |v0|
Therefore by Lemma 4 it follows that v0 · · · vp−1 is an abelian pth power. 
Corollary 4 leads to the question of how close inﬁnitely many holes can be inserted in an abelian
p-free word so that the resulting partial word is abelian p-free. We see that they cannot be separated
by a constant distance. On the other hand, we know from previous results that there are many cases
in which a partial word can be constructed with exponential spacing. We do not know whether it is
possible to do this with less separation, perhaps so that the distance between each pair of consecutive
holes be bounded by a polynomial. Finally, note that Theorem 9 has the following number theoretic
corollary.
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integers p > 1, l > 0 and real number  > 0, there exist integers n > l and m so that, if 0  t < t′ < m and
0 s <m then
∣∣∣∣∣
(m+(t′+1)n−1∑
i=m+t′n
si
)
−
(m+(t+1)n−1∑
i=m+tn
si
)∣∣∣∣∣< 
(m+(s+1)n−1∑
i=m+sn
si
)
 nmax |si |
Proof. This follows easily by considering the alphabet A = S in Theorem 9. 
We end this section by inserting an arbitrary hole in p-generalized Zimin words, Zn,p , which are
known to be abelian p-free. They were introduced in [26] in the context of blocking sets.
Let A = {a0, . . . ,ak−1} be a k-letter alphabet, and let p > 1 be an integer. The p-generalized Zimin
words Zn,p are deﬁned by Z1,p = ap−10 for n = 1, and Zn,p = (Zn−1,pan−1)p−1 Zn−1,p for 1 < n k.
Theorem 10. Let n, p > 1 be integers. If we insert a hole anywhere in Zn,p , the resulting partial word contains
an abelian pth power.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. First, consider the case n = 2. If we replace an a1 with a 
the resulting word contains a subword of the form ap−10 , which is an abelian pth power. Therefore
assume the  replaces an a0. Then the resulting partial word can be written as
(
ap−10 a1
)r1as10 as20 (a1ap−10 )r2
where r1 + r2 = p − 1 and s1 + s2 = p − 2. Then the above partial word has as a factor
(
ap−1−r10 a1a
r1−1
0
) · · · (ap−30 a1a0)(ap−20 a1)(
as10 as20
)
(
a1a
p−2
0
)(
a0a1a
p−3
0
) · · · (ar2−10 a1ap−1−r20 )
Note that there are p blocks, each compatible with a permutation of a1a
p−2
0 , so we have an abelian
pth power. Thus the claim holds when n = 2.
Assume the claim holds for n, then consider Zn+1,p = (Zn,pan)p−1 Zn,p . If the hole is inserted
in one of the Zn,p ’s, then by induction it contains an abelian pth power, so Zn+1,p contains an
abelian pth power. On the other hand, assume the  replaces an an . Then Zn,p occurs in the re-
sulting word, where Zn,p = (Zn−1,pan−1)p−1 Zn−1,p = Zn−1,p(an−1 Zn−1,p)p−1. This is an abelian
pth power. Therefore the claim follows. 
6. Conclusion
In summary, we investigated the question whether there exist inﬁnite abelian p-free partial words
over a given alphabet, that is, words in which we can replace the holes with letters from the alphabet
in such a way that no p consecutive factors are permutations of each other. In previous work, inﬁnite
abelian 2-free partial words with one hole were constructed over a minimal alphabet size of four,
while the minimal size needed for more than one hole was shown to be ﬁve [6]. In this paper, we
gave lower and upper bounds for the number of letters needed to construct inﬁnite abelian p-free
partial words with ﬁnitely or inﬁnitely many holes, for any p > 2. In the case of inﬁnitely many holes,
we proved that the minimal alphabet size for 6th or higher powers is two, while for 5th, 4th, and
3rd powers it is at most three, three, and four respectively. We also investigated, in particular, the
number of partial words of length n with a ﬁxed number of holes over a binary alphabet that avoid
F. Blanchet-Sadri et al. / Advances in Applied Mathematics 48 (2012) 194–214 213abelian 6th powers and showed that this number grows exponentially with n. In addition, we showed
that we cannot avoid abelian pth powers under arbitrary insertion of holes.
More speciﬁcally, for the problem of avoiding abelian powers in the inﬁnitely many hole case, for
any given p > 2, we gave lower and upper bounds on the minimal alphabet size so that there exists a
word with inﬁnitely many holes over that upper bounded alphabet which avoids abelian pth powers.
The following table provides the power p to be avoided, a lower bound on the minimal alphabet size,
and an upper bound, all based on results in this paper for p > 2 and results in [6] for p = 2:
p LB UB
2 5 5
3 3 4
4 2 3
5 2 3
 6 2 2
How many letters do we need to construct a partial word with inﬁnitely many holes that avoids
abelian 3rd powers (resp., 4th powers, 5th powers)? For instance, we have proved that there exists a
partial word with inﬁnitely many holes over an alphabet of size four that avoids abelian 3rd powers,
and none exists over an alphabet of size two. Whether or not three is the minimal alphabet size
remains open. We also need to investigate whether three is the minimal alphabet size for abelian 4th
powers and 5th powers.
In the ﬁnitely many hole case, for any given p  2, Part 1 of the following table provides upper
and lower bounds on the minimal alphabet size needed to build a (right) inﬁnite partial word with
one hole that avoids pth powers:
p LB-1 UB-1 LB-2 UB-2
2 4 4 5 5
3 3 3 3 4
4 2 2 2 3
 5 2 2 2 2
Note that in Part 1, the hole is put at the beginning of the word. Part 2 gives data for the construction
of a two-sided inﬁnite partial word with one hole that avoids pth powers.
A World Wide Web server interface has been established at
www.uncg.edu/cmp/research/abelianrepetitions2
for automated use of a program that given as input an integer p and a partial word w , checks if the
given partial word contains any abelian pth powers for p > 2. If it does contain an abelian pth power,
the program then outputs exactly which abelian pth powers it contains.
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